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Programme 8 – Badger’s Missing Boots                   March 6

 

Talk about what the children do before they come to school/playgroup/nursery etc.  What is their daily 

routine – what do they always do each morning?

Poem
   Listening   by Ann Burnett

   I’m listening very carefully,

   To a worm that crawls along,

   I want to hear it breathing,

   I want to hear its song.

   I’m listening very carefully,

   To a cloud that’s passing by,

   I want to hear its engine

   As it drives across the sky.

   I’m listening very carefully,

   To a rosebud on a bush,

   I want to hear it opening

   With a rustle and a whoosh!

   I’m listening very carefully,

   To the sounds I’d like to hear.

   But there’s nothing there to listen to….

    Nothing to hear.

Story   Badger’s Missing Boots    by Ann Burnett

 

Song    What Can It Be? (by Chris Ward)

    See link on teacher’s resources page for music & words
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FOLLOW-UP  SUGGESTIONS

• Talk about night and day.  Provide a selection of pictures cut out of magazines depicting each.

• Daily routines:  what do we always do every day?

• Repeat the poem ‘Listening’ and talk about the imagery.

• Listen to ‘silence’ in the classroom.  What can they actually hear?

• Suggest some sounds, and ask the children to predict ‘what does it mean if you hear…..’

  a siren in the street

  the pelican crossing ‘beep’

  a baby crying

  an alarm clock

  the signature tune of a TV programme

  the school bell

ACTIVITIES

Choose shoes

Gather together as many types of shoes as you can – Wellingtons, ballet shoes, slippers, football 

boots – not only can the children have fun ‘pairing’ them but also enjoy looking at them on an interest 

table.  They children could also discuss what noise the different ones will make on the ground and 

enjoy making up dances e.g. stamping when the wellies are held up, tiptoeing if its ballet shoes etc.

Who works at night?

Using books and class discussion make a chart of pictures showing other people who work at night 

– bakers, postmen, nurses etc., why is this necessary?

Which animals look for food at night?

Look at pictures of nocturnal animals and examine their eyes.

A Story Day

Tell a story with the children from the alarm clock ringing to getting up, washing your face etc., right 

through to getting ready for bed and going to sleep.  The children love making the appropriate noises 

and action as the story unfolds.  This sequence story also helps them understand routines.

Making Marks

Talk about animal prints and footprints and the marks they make on the ground – gather together a 

small collection of tools and objects that will make marks and patterns when pressed into play dough 

or clay.  Let each child roll out a small piece of clay and then select his/her own object to press into it, 

leaving an interesting pattern.  Leave to dry and then display so that other children can look and see 

what made the mark in the clay.

Bright Sparks

Talk about electricity and what we have in our houses/schools that need electricity to work.  Then 

let the children look through old catalogues to fi nd pictures of electric items e.g. toasters, washing 

machines etc.
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Programme 8
Badger’s 

Missing Boots

Looking at daily routines
Need for sleep
Closing eyes to  

Listening for clues
Passing on information

Listening skills
Predicting

Physical Development
Personal, Social and 

Emotional Development
Language Development

Early Mathematical 
Experiences

Creative and Aesthetic 
Development

Early Experiences in 
Science and Technology

Awareness of the 
Environment 

Sharing experiences
Caring for each other

Working together
Making decisions

Night/Day
Electricity/Lights

Materials of shoes
- waterproof

Where do animals live?
Nocturnal animals

Animal prints
 

Sounds tape
Make a night/day picture

Make a ‘feely box’
Cover eyes touch and 

listen

Time of the day
Matching sounds

Pairing socks


